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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleague,

Digital healthcare is a major driver of innovation, growth,
and competitiveness in a healthcare ecosystem. Digital
healthcare and its relevant industries are a key source of
business dynamics and improvements in the healthcare
system. However, recent healthcare performance is far
behind in developed and developing countries. The
implementation of meaningful advances through digital
healthcare innovation will require a number of initiatives,
such as promoting a new quality paradigm, synthesizing
knowledge domains on ways of preventing social
vulnerability, and providing ways to facilitate access to
resources by people who need the appropriate healthcare
goods and services. The main objective of this Special Issue
is to advance the fields of digital healthcare and innovation
management. Thus, papers submitted for the Special Issue
should empirically or quantitatively address the valuable
implications of digital healthcare systems.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Addressing the environmental and public health
challenges requires engagement and collaboration among
clinicians and public health researchers. Discovery and
advances in this  research field play a critical role in
providing a scientific basis for decision-making toward
control and prevention of human diseases, especially the
illnesses that are induced from environmental exposure to
health hazards. IJERPH provides a forum for discussion of
discoveries and knowledge in these multidisciplinary fields.
Please consider publishing your research in this high
quality, peer-reviewed, open access journal.
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